April 1, 2021

DEVOTION

Hello again,
As you may be aware, the movie Devotion is returning to Tybee for one day of filming on Wednesday, April 7, 2021.
Based on the book “Devotion” by Adam Makos, the film tells the inspirational true story of naval fighter pilots in the
Korean War. Set in 1950, it features the American war heroes, Ensign Jesse Brown and Lieutenant Tom Hudner.
We will be filming on the Tom Lynch Loop which is the public parking lot between the Tybee Lighthouse and the North
Beach Grill. Gravel will be placed on a portion of this parking area the day before filming and then removed the day after
filming. The parking lot will be impacted for a total of 3 days. We will not block any driveways or private entrances in this
area. Our working trucks will be staged in the North Beach public parking lot on this day. We are aware of the construction
presently taking place near this area.
We will be filming in the Tom Lynch Loop for approximately one half of the day on April 7th. Production will be holding up
pedestrian and vehicular traffic for up to 3 minutes while actually rolling the camera. We will release traffic while we are
re-setting. There will be three off duty uniformed City of Tybee Police to assist us while at Tom Lynch Loop
Again, we are working closely with and the City of Tybee (912-786-4573) and the Savannah Regional Film Office (912447-4159) and truly appreciate the opportunity to film at Tybee Island. We are aware that we are guests and will keep our
noise level and footprint as minimal as possible. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out to us.
Sincerely,
Laura Bryant, Location Manager
Vicki Siefker, vwsiefker@gmail.com Assist. Loc Mgr, 615-417-4799
912-667-4192 | laurabryant2009@gmail.com

